EDUCATIONAL PASSAGES
MINIBOAT PROGRAM

Students work together to prepare, deploy, and track their very own miniboat while learning about ocean currents, weather, technology, and more. Each 5-foot long unmanned miniboat has a satellite transmitter, allowing you to track it as it sails across the ocean. Connect with the local school and community where it lands and learn about cultures around the world. Our Miniboat Program empowers students to become citizen scientists and global ocean stewards.

The Miniboat in a Box package includes everything you need to get started: boat parts, supplies, instructions, and custom webpage for tracking. We will also help with launching and troubleshooting as needed.

Start your miniboat journey today!

Visit EDUCATIONALPASSAGES.ORG/START or contact us: (207) 619-1259 MINIBOATS@EDUCATIONALPASSAGES.ORG

“"We got to take charge of the whole experience - from naming the boat, to building it, to tracking it across the ocean.”
- Elliana, 7th grade student participant